
  

DAYTONA MILTON KEYNES 

INKART CHAMPIONSHIP 2013 

ROUND 7 – 11
TH

 AUGUST 

NATIONAL 

CADET 

HEAT 1 

Harrison Pughe span at turn 6 on the opening lap to lose position and drop to the back.  Toby Goodman moved 

past Lewis Harmer on the inside of turn 5 on the second lap to climb up to second place and chase down Jack 

Deakin.  Luke Richardson took fourth place from Oliver Simpkins on the third lap and they began a steady 

battle, as Oliver then had an advantage on the next lap with a better line and moved past him and back into 

fourth.  Jack Deakin stormed away and had a 4 second gap after 6 laps.  Oliver was really on a roll and looked 

to take third place from Luke on the final lap but Luke held on and they finished with only tenths of a second 

between them.  Jack Deakin took the win with a commanding lead. 

Heat 2 

This heat began with a racing incident at turn 4 on the opening lap as a group of drivers came together, 

nothing to call just too many drivers in not enough space.  Robert Taylor held a 1.4 second lead and built on it 

from the second lap onwards as the pack began to spread.  Not much to speak of in terms of action 

throughout this heat, the drivers were very steady and held their positions.  It finished with Robert Taylor in 

first, Kameron Mehrban second and Toby Goodman third. 

Heat 3 

George Hucknall and Luke Richardson held the lead over Luke Mason.  Luke Mason dropped back and lost time 

on second place as he went for a gap on turn 4 and ould ’t ake it sti k.  It fi ished Geo ge Hu k all i  fi st, 
Luke Richardson and Luke Mason in second and third. 

Heat 4 

Luke Mason held an excellent line on the second lap through turn 9 and 10 to move into first position past 

Harrison Pughe.  Ja k Deaki  as i  thi d pla e a d see ed to e losi g speed ut did ’t o e i  to the pits, 
with 2 laps to go he had to work hard to maintain third position.  Harrison Pughe and Luke Mason had an 

incident after a swerve as they went side by side into turn 6 and both span resulting in a loss of position and 

left the way clear for Jack Deakin to take the lead.  Jack took the win followed by Harrison in second and 

Sammy Janes in third. 

Heat 5 

Charlie Toes and Robert Taylor lead the way, closely followed by Lewis Harmer with less than a second 

between the three of them.  Robert began to pull away from Charlie Toes and had a 3 second lead by the fifth 

lap.  Lewis was still holding on to second placed Charlie and waited for a chance to make his move.  Emile and 

Suzy had a clash as they battled for position in fifth and sixth, but it was 50:50 with no-one to receive a 



  

penalty.  Robert Taylor stormed away in the lead with over 6 seconds as they approached the final lap and 

took the chequered flag, Charlie Toes came in second and Lewis Harmer in third. 

Heat 6 

Luke Richardson and Kai Mack lead the way at the start of this heat.  Kameron ran wide at turn 6 dropping 

down the grid, along with Oliver Simpkins. Jay Hodson moved past George Hucknall to take third place at turn 

4 of the third lap.  George then took it back and regained position, Kameron was also on the move as he 

climbed into fifth place after completing three laps.  At this point Luke Richardson had a 3.4 second lead which 

left him with a commanding position approaching the final laps.  Luke had the lead and took the flag followed 

by Jay Hodson in second place as he just took Kai Mack across the line with literally 0.09 of a second between 

them. 

Heat 7 

This was the penultimate cadet heat as we neared the finals. Jay Hodson, Oliver Simpkins and Luke Mason 

started off in the lead.  Jay and Oliver were exchanging positions throughout the first 2 laps in first and second.  

Harrison Pughe span out and dropped down to the back of the grid.  Oliver came out on top after 4 laps and 

began to hold a strong lead.  Luke Mason and Jay Hodson in second and third place were having a great battle 

with less than half a second between them. Oliver started to slip back after 6 laps and Luke pushed forwards to 

t y a d take Jay Hodso  o  the se o d to last lap, ut ould ’t uite ake it sti k.  As they app oa hed the 
final few corners the top three were less than 0.3 seconds apart and crossed the line in a spectacular finish, 

with Jay taking the win, Luke in second and Oliver in third. 

Heat 8 

Emile West was leading the way until he decided to take a slight detour off road and dropped positions down 

to last place.  Archie Forber and Lewis Harmer took advantage and held the lead for the middle section of the 

race and Jack Deakin was following closely in third place less than 0.3 seconds behind Lewis.  This heat was 

beginning to spread out with not too much going on, until Kameron caught up with the leaders with only 1 lap 

to go and managed to slip past Lewis Harmer to take third place with Archie and Jack in first and second in the 

final heat of the day. 

C Final 

Ben Surtees-Wheat lead the way and looked to be determined to progress into the B Final.  Sammy Janes and 

Tyle  Fossey e e lose ehi d a d e e Be ’s ai  halle ge fo  the i  i  this fi al.  Sa y as losi g i  
and after 5 laps was only 0.38 seconds behind Ben in first place.  The final began to spread out and apart from 

the f o t 2 d i e s the e as ’t too u h a tio .  With the fo us a k o  the leade s as e app oa hed the 
final lap there was 0.4 seconds between them.  Sammy would have to make his move quickly in order to take 

the win and a chance of moving into the B Final.  But it was too much to ask as Ben showed some excellent 

composure and received the chequered flag and progressed into the B Final. 

B Final 

Kameron Mehrban held pole position with Archie Forber hot on his heels, Ben Surtees-Wheat would need to 

put in his best performance to have a chance of climbing up the grid and into the A Final.  Kameron was feeling 

fast and put some serious space between himself and the field after just 3 laps.  Charlie Toes and Archie Forber 

were battling for position and changed a number of times throughout the middle section of the B Final, with 

Charlie coming out on top coming into turn 9 of the 4
th

 lap – until Archie broke late and slipped up the inside 

to take second place right back again.  Kai Mack climbed into second place as he moved past Charlie and 

Archie, Lewis followed into third as the two fighters dropped into fourth and fifth.  Kameron had a 6 second 

lead approaching the final lap and looked a sure thing to be promoted to the A Final and have a chance of the 

win.  He took the flag in first place with Kai in second and Lewis in third. 



  

A Final 

Jack Deakin and Robert Taylor lead the way, with Luke Mason following up in third.  Kameron Mehrban made a 

move into 6
th

 place after progressing from the B Final.  Robert Taylor made a move past Luke Mason to take 

the lead with only 2 laps to go, Robert really put in a great performance over all races today and has shown 

some serious improvement.  He then took the flag with Luke Mason in second and Jack Deakin in third place. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

JUNIOR 

Heat 1 

The first Junior heat of the day got underway with 12 drivers and was led by recent race school graduate 

Christopher Gristwood, this was a real test for him to see if all the training paid off.  They approached the start 

line in 2-by-2 fashion and took the green flag.  Matthew Diemer moved into fourth on the first corner and Ellis 

Haddow span out to drop down to the bottom of the grid.  Dean Thomas gained advantage by contact at turn 

4 of the second lap but let Thomas back through and therefore avoided a black flag, this was followed with a 

warning for Dean for bumping.  Dean Thomas then gained second position on the exit of turn 6 and on the 

sa e lap Ja es Potte  s ashed i to Dea  afte  goi g fo  a gap that as ’t big enough and knocked him off 

the track.  Unfortunately this dropped Dean into last place and therefore James Potter received a black flag for 

this move.  Christopher became living proof that race school makes fast drivers as he took the win in his first 

ever heat in InKart. 

Heat 2 

Ellis Haddow took second place from Levi Anderson on the opening lap as Pedro held the lead.  Ben Bointon 

dropped down the grid after Levi knocked into him on the second lap.  Ellis Haddow moved past Pedro through 

the inside of turn 2 on the fifth lap.  Pedro span and knocked into Levi Anderson causing them both to loose 

position.  Dean Thomas moved into second place and George Bridson followed in third.  Ellis Haddow took the 

win with an impressive performance. 

Heat 3 

The final Junior heat of the day got underway with George Bridson on pole position with Ben Bointon in 

second and Dean Thomas in third.  The drivers ran wide at turn 4 knocking the tyre walls around like a football 

on the opening lap, luckily there were no kart collisions and everyone held position on the track.  For the next 

few laps the grid held fairly steady with a tight front pack and fourth placed Matthew close behind.  The back 

of the pack was also really close with not much room for manoeuvre.  George, Ben and Dean really showed 



  

some excellent driving skill as they held position with half a second between the three of them. Matthew put 

in a good shift and came in close behind in fourth. 

Final 

The Junior final got underway with George Bridson in pole position, Dean Thomas, Ben Bointon and Ellis 

Haddow followed close behind as they took the green flag.  Dean dropped to third place as Ben Bointon took 

second from him at turn 2 on the first lap.  Dean then took him straight back at turn 10 on the same lap with a 

fantastic move through the inside.  Christopher made an outstanding performance to qualify in 6
th

 place for 

the final and did well to hold position for the bulk of the race.  Dean Thomas made his way to second place but 

then out broke himself at turn 6 and span out leaving him dead last and seemingly out of the race.  George 

Bridson lead with a 2.8 second gap over Ben Bointon and Levi Anderson in second and third place.  Levi moved 

past Ben on the 8
th

 lap to take second place but was now 3.7 seconds behind the leader George Bridson, a 

large gap to get back with only 1 lap to go.  George took the win with Levi in second and Ben Bointon in third 

place. 


